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The invasion reproduction number

LetX� be the number of uninfected individuals andY �b1, Y �b2 the numbers of HBV infected

individuals at the endemic state with only HBV. ThenX�N� = �+ �b1 + b�(pb1 + bpb2�+�b2 ) ; Y �b1 = B � �X��+ �b1 + b ; Y �b2 = b�+ �b2Y �b1; (A.1)

where N� = B�31� (1� ��3)=Rb ; �3 = �+ b + �b2(�+ b + �b1)(�+ �b2) :
The invasion reproduction number,R̂bd, can be interpreted as follows. The duration of

time that an individual with dual infection stays in the firststage of his infection is1=(�+ �bd1 + bd). During this time he has�=(�+ �bd1 + bd) contacts. A fractionX�=N� of these contacts are with people that are not infected with HBV yet. The

probability of transmission of both HBV and hepatitis D is thenqb1qd1. This givesX�N� �qb1qd1�+ �bd1 + bd
new infections with both HBV and hepatitis D. The other contacts will be with persons

that are already infected with HBV, resulting inY �b1 + Y �b2N� �qd1�+ �bd1 + bd
new cases. An individual with dual infection progresses to stage 2 at a ratebd=(�+ �bd1 + bd). During the second stage, he produces�qd2�+ �bd2 qb2X� + Y �b1 + Y �b2N�
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new infections. Adding these, it results thatR̂bd = ��+ �bd1 + bd �qd1 qb1X� + Y �b1 + Y �b2N� + bdqd2�+ �bd2 qb2X� + Y �b1 + Y �b2N� � :
Substituting from equation (A.1) and from the definitions ofRb andRbd, the equation forR̂bd is obtained. Notice that̂Rbd is defined when the endemic equilibrium with only HBV

exists and that is whenRb > 1. In this case,̂Rbd > 0 andR̂bd > Rbd.
Stability of equilibria

The Jacobian of the disease-free equilibrium is a block diagonal matrix, with the

following matrices on the diagonalU0 = 0BBB@ �� ��pb1 ��pb20 �wb + �pb1 �pb20 b ��� �b
1CCCA

and V0 = 0@ �wbd + �qb1qd1 �qb2qd2bd ��� �bd 1A ;
wherewb = �+ �b1 + b andwbd = �+ �bd1 + bd. It can be easily shown that the

eigenvalues ofU0 are negative ifRb < 1 and the eigenvalues ofV0 are negative ifRbd < 1.

If one of theRb andRbd is larger than one, then one of the eigenvalues ofU0 or V0 is

positive. Hence, the disease-free equilibrium is stable ifand only ifRb < 1 andRbd < 1.

The Jacobian of the equilibrium with HBV only is also block triangular with the matricesUb andVb on the diagonal, whereUb = 0BBBB@ ���Gb �1� 1Rb� � 1Rb (�Gb + �pb1) � 1Rb (�Gb + �pb2)Gb �1� 1Rb� 1Rb (�Gb + �pb1)� wb 1Rb (�Gb + �pb2)0 b �(�+ �b2)
1CCCCA ;

and Vb = 0@ �wbd + �qd1 h 1Rb qb1 + �1� 1Rb�i �qd2 h 1Rb qb2 + �1� 1Rb�ibd ��� �bd 1A :
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After some calculations, it can be shown that the eigenvalues ofUb are negative ifRb > 1
and the eigenvalues ofVb are negative if̂Rbd < 1. Hence, the equilibrium with only HBV

is stable ifRb > 1 andR̂bd < 1, and unstable otherwise.

Parameter values

For HBV, acute infection lasts three months [1,2]. Among those with acute infection, 10%

progresses to chronic infection [3,1], henceb = 0:10=0:25 = 0:4 per year, and 90%

recovers, which means�b1 = 0:90=0:25 = 3:6 per year. The recovery rate for carriers is

0.02 per year [2,4]. The per partnership transmission probability from an individual

infected with HBV ispb1 = 0:46 during acute andpb2 = 0:30 during chronic

infection [5,4]. The relative infectivities of chronic versus acute infection were kept at0:30=0:46 = 0:65, throughout all calculations, for both HBV and hepatitis D.

For hepatitis D, unfortunately little is known and therefore many assumptions had to be

made. The uncertainty in the values of some parameters was examined as explained in the

results. hepatitis D superinfection of an HBV carrier causes a generally severe acute

hepatitis that leads to chronic hepatitis in up to 80% of cases [6]. Serologic data of a

cohort of Indians who developed hepatitis suggested that most dual infections were due to

hepatitis D superinfection of HBV carriers and that more than 60% of these cases

progressed to chronic disease [7]. Therefore, we assumed that among dual infections,

50% of acutes progresses to chronic infection and 50% recovers. No data indicate a

difference in the duration of acute infection between thosedually infected and those with

single HBV infection. Therefore,bd = 0:50=0:25 = 2 and�bd1 = 0:50=0:25 = 2 per

year. For HBV carriers, it has been reported that the rate of positivity for HBV DNA is

lower in those coinfected with hepatitis D than in those negative for hepatitis D infection:

52% to 73% respectively [8]. Therefore we assumed that HBV infectivity for those dually

infected is52=73 = 0:71 times that for individuals with single HBV infection

(qbj = 0:71pbj; j = 1; 2). For the transmission probabilities of hepatitis D, no estimates

were found in the literature, thus they were taken equal to those of HBV for persons with

dual infection (qdj = qbj) and other values were examined in the uncertainty analysis.
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Initially, the total population size isn = 26000 [9]. The rate of departing from the

population is� = 0:018 per year, assuming that men are sexually active for 55 years (ages

15–70 years old). Uninfected individuals enter the population at a rateB = �n, to

account for a constant population size in the absence of the infections.
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